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Vertebrate Neural Induction: Review
Inducers, Inhibitors, and a New Synthesis
Paul A. Wilson and Ali Hemmati-Brivanlou of the graft but from the ventral ectoderm of the host,
Department of Molecular Embryology which would have formed only epidermis in an undis-
Rockefeller University turbed embryo. These conclusions have been confirmed
New York, New York 10021 in Xenopus, using modern lineage tracers (Gimlich and
Cooke, 1983), and analogous experiments have been
Introduction carried out in the chick and the mouse, with similar
results (Waddington, 1952; Beddington, 1994). This ex-
In vertebrates, neural development is triggered by sig- periment suggested that signals from the dorsal lip re-
nals from a powerful ªorganizingº region of the early gion, which became known to amphibian embryologists
embryo. This phenomenon, neural induction, was dis- as Spemann's organizer, were responsible for diverting
covered and given conceptual definition by Spemann nearby ectoderm to a neural fate. In normal develop-
and his group in the first part of the century (Spemann ment, this region, which consists of prospective dorsal
and Mangold, 1924; Hamburger, 1988). However, the mesoderm and endoderm, comes to underlie the future
nature of the inducing signals remained mysterious, and neural plate during the movements of gastrulation. Sub-
the molecular basis of neural induction has long stood sequently, with the development of explant culture, it
among the most glamorous unsolved problems in devel- was determined that small pieces of ectoderm taken
opmental biology. Recent work in Xenopus, however, from any part of the early gastrula develop as epidermis
has produced a clear breakthrough at last, delivering when cultured in isolation, but form neural tissue instead
strong candidates for the elusive molecular signals and, when recombined with organizer tissue (reviewed by
at the same time, giving an unexpected new twist to Holtfreter and Hamburger, 1955). Thus, the classical
traditional ideas about cell fate choice in the early em- studies of amphibian embryos led to the model that the
bryo. In this essay, we will review these recent develop- ground (or default) fate of the ectoderm is epidermis;
ments and discuss, at some length, their implications, inducing signals from the organizer impose a neural fate
which have remained largely unexamined. We will then instead on dorsal ectoderm that falls within range during
explore the relationship between neural induction and gastrulation.
later steps in neural development, which include re- The discovery of neural induction led to a long search
gional patterning, neurogenesis, and morphogenesis of for the chemical substances by which the organizer ex-
the neural plate and tube. Our review will concentrate on erted its effects on other regions of the embryo. Al-
Xenopus, with occasional glances at other vertebrates, though a variety of materials, often from rather exotic
because it is from studies of this organism that much sources (among them guinea pig bone marrow and blue
of the new insight has come. jay liver), was found that could mimic neural induction
In amphibian embryos, the central nervous system by the organizer, the effort to identify the natural signals
derives from the dorsal region of the ectoderm, which responsible for this or in fact any embryonic induction
thickens and flattens after gastrulation to form theneural was thwarted by the limitations of existing biochemical
plate. During subsequent neurula stages, the plate rolls methods (Witkowsky, 1985; Hamburger, 1988; Gerhart,
into a tube, separates from the overlying epidermis, and 1996). The technical difficulties were compounded by a
goes on to form the brain and spinal cord. Most of the tendency of amphibian ectoderm, especially from the
remaining ectoderm forms epidermis, although a border commonly used newt species, to adopt a neural fate in
region between neural plate and epidermis gives rise to response to a variety of nonspecific insults. Although
several additional cell types, including the neural crest this phenomenon, sometimes called autoneuralization,
and the various sensory placodes. At the start of gastru- constituted an obstacle to the search for bona fide in-
lation, cells from any part of the ectoderm can still de- ducers, it no longer seems as mysterious in the light of
velop as either epidermis or neural tissue, but by the recent developments (see below). Thus, more than sixty
end of gastrulation (some five hours later in Xenopus), years after the discovery of the organizer, the study of
commitment has occurred (reviewed by Holtfreter and neural induction had reached a virtual impasse, even as
Hamburger, 1955). These events are characteristic of all progress was made in uncovering the molecular basis
vertebrates (and of lower chordates as well), although of another crucial early vertebrate signaling event,
timing and geometry vary. Thus, the first step in the mesoderm induction (Klein and Melton, 1994). This
establishment of the nervous system in vertebrates in- stalemate has now been broken, through the success
volves the partitioning of the ectoderm into epidermal
of two initially quite independent and even apparently
and neural primordia during gastrulation.
incompatible approaches. This story reached a satis-
The fundamental insight into how the neural plate is
fying climax last summer, in which the two plotlines were
established came from the famous experiment of Man-
brought together and the contradictions resolved.
gold and Spemann, in which tissue from the dorsal blas-
topore lip of an early newt gastrula was transplanted
Neural Inducers and Neural Inhibitorsto the ventral side of a second embryo (Spemann and
Mangold, 1924). The host embryo developed a second
New Neural Inducersset of dorsal axial structures on the ventral side, includ-
One successful strategy has been the deployment ofing a well-organized second nervous system. This sec-
ondary brain and spinal cord derived not from the cells modern molecular techniques to invigorate the long
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search for neural inducing molecules produced by contribute a subthreshold neuralization (see below;
Spemann's organizer. A variety of approaches has Doniach, 1995; Harland, 1997). Expression of dominant-
yielded a number of promising candidates, and more negative FGF receptor blocks neural induction by nog-
seem certain to follow. The first was noggin, a secreted gin or chordin (Launay et al., 1996; Sasai et al., 1996),
protein without previously known relatives or structural yet does not eliminate neural structures in vivo (Amaya
motifs, identified through an innovative functional library et al., 1993; Kroll and Amaya, 1996). On the other hand,
screen (Smith and Harland, 1992). Noggin can induce basic FGF is a powerful posteriorizing agent, altering
neural tissue in ectodermal explants (animal caps), both the character of neural tissue induced by other means
as an injected RNA and as a soluble protein (Lamb et al., (Cox and Hemmati-Brivanlou, 1995; Lamb and Harland,
1993). It does so without first inducing dorsal mesoderm, 1995). Thus FGF signaling appears to have a role in
which could act as source of secondary inducing sig- early neural development, but it is not yet clear whether
nals; neural induction by noggin is, in this sense, direct. members of this family induce neural tissue in vivo by
Moreover, at gastrula stages, noggin is expressed exclu- themselves, or act in conjunction with other organizer
sively in the organizer region, as expected of a neural factors.
inducer. Soon after, a second candidate, follistatin, was Thus, work in Xenopus has uncovered at least four
proposed. Previously described in other vertebrate sys- and perhaps as many as six molecules that meet two
tems as a secreted antagonist of the growth factor ac- of the criteria for an endogenous neural inducer: expres-
tivin (Nakamura et al., 1990), follistatin was found to be sion at the right time and place, at least at the RNA level
expressed in the organizer region in Xenopus; and, like (localized protein expression has also been shown for
noggin, follistatin RNA can neuralize competent ecto- chordin; see Piccolo et al., 1996), and the capacity to
derm (Hemmati-Brivanlou et al., 1994). divert competent ectoderm to a neural fate. It is worth
Somewhat later, a third strong candidate, given the noting that four of the candidate neural inducers can
name chordin, emerged from a search for RNAs ex- mimic another central activity of Spemann's organizer,
pressed primarily in the dorsal lip (organizer) region (Sa- the dorsalization of ventral mesoderm. (This capacity
sai et al., 1994). Chordin, too, is a powerful neural in- was also revealed by the dorsal lip transplantation ex-
ducer, when provided either as RNA or protein (Sasai periment: inaddition to a nervous system, the secondary
et al., 1995; Piccolo et al., 1996). Although chordin was axis induced by the graft contains dorsal mesodermÐ
thought, at the time of its initial publication, to be a novel
notochord and somitic muscleÐderived from ventral
secreted protein, a distant resemblance to the product
cells of the host.) This has been demonstrated directly
of the early Drosophila patterning gene short gastrula-
using noggin and chordin proteins (Smith et al., 1993;
tion (sog) was soon noted (Francois and Bier, 1995), and
Piccolo et al., 1996), and somewhat less rigorously by
it has been shown that the two proteins can in fact
injection of follistatin and Xnr3 RNAs (Sasai et al., 1995;
substitute for one another (Holley et al., 1995). Crucially,
Smith et al., 1995). Subsequent developments have pro-sog had been genetically characterized as an antagonist
vided a persuasive explanation for this observation, asof dpp (Ferguson and Anderson, 1992; Wharton et al.,
will become clear.1993), the Drosophila homolog of the vertebrate bone
morphogenetic proteins BMP2 and BMP4. (The BMPs
Neural Inhibition, BMPs, and the Neuralare, like activin, members of the TGFb superfamily of
Default Modelgrowth factors.) The mechanism of this antagonism was
The second line of inquiry leading to the new under-not known. Very recently, a fourth candidate has been
standing of neural induction can be traced, with hind-described. Xnr3, itself a variant member of the TGFb
sight, to work performed a decade ago, exploring thefamily, is expressed in the outer ectodermal layer of the
effect of cell dissociation on cell fate in the early embryo.organizer (Smith et al., 1995) and can induce neural
(Early amphibian embryos ordissected tissues are easilytissue when provided as RNA (Hansen et al., 1997).
dissociated by culture in calcium- and magnesium-freeNeural induction by two additional secreted factors
media; reaggregation occurs spontaneously when thesehas been reported, although some ambiguities remain
ions are restored.) Using somewhat different experimen-for each. A novel secreted protein, cerberus, is ex-
tal designs and pursuing different objectives, threepressed in the extreme anterior endomesodermal do-
groups independently observed that ectodermal cells,main of the organizer during gastrulation, and can in-
subjected to prolonged dissociated culture during gas-duce well-differentiated neural tissue in animal cap
trula stages, expressed neural markers or formed histo-explants, as well as secondary heads in whole embryos
logically recognizable neural tissue after reaggregation(Bouwmeester et al., 1996). Injected animal caps also
(Godsave and Slack, 1989; Grunz and Tacke, 1989; Satoexpress at least one mesodermal marker, however, sug-
and Sargent, 1989). This result was a considerable sur-gesting that neural induction by cerberus may not be
prise because, in all cases, the ectoderm had been iso-direct. Finally, two groups have reported direct neural
lated from contact with the organizer, the known sourceinduction by basic FGF (FGF-2), a member of a well-
of neuralizing signals. One group, working with dissoci-studied group of peptide growth factors (Kengaku and
ated whole embryos, attributed their finding to the per-Okamoto, 1993; Kengaku and Okamoto, 1995; Lamb
sistence of neural inducing signals despite dissociationand Harland, 1995). Two other members of this family,
(Sato and Sargent, 1989). The two other groups sug-Xint-2 (FGF-3) and eFGF (FGF-4), with similar activity
gested another possible interpretation: the existence ofin other assays, are expressed in the gastrula stage
extracellular inhibitors of neural specification within themesoderm (Slack et al.,1996). However, neural induction
ectoderm itself, which were lost on dissociation (God-by FGF apparently requires at least partial disaggrega-
tion of the responding ectoderm, which may by itself save and Slack, 1989; Grunz and Tacke, 1989; Godsave
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Figure 1. Cell Dissociation Experiments
Intact explants of prospective ectoderm (animal caps), cut from blastula or gastrula stage embryos, form only epidermis (Holtfreter and
Hamburger, 1955; Nieuwkoop, 1969). However, explants that are dispersed for several hours during gastrulation develop as neural tissue
instead, after reaggreagation and culture (Grunz and Tacke, 1989). BMP4 can suppress the neuralization of dispersed cells and restore
epidermal differentiation, suggesting that endogenous BMP signaling may impose epidermal fate in intact ectoderm (Wilson and Hemmati-
Brivanlou, 1995).
and Slack, 1991). In fact, it was subsequently reported tested for the ability to suppress neuralization and re-
that neural development after dissociated culture could store epidermal specification, thus replacing endoge-
be suppressed by a concentrated ectodermal superna- nous signals lost on dispersion. This strategy led first to
tant (Grunz and Tacke, 1990). This putative endogenous the finding that activin cannot by itself induce epidermis,
neural inhibitor was not further characterized at the time. although it can inhibit neuralization by inducing meso-
These experiments, however, provided the first hint that derm (Wilson and Hemmati-Brivanlou, 1995). However,
neural development invertebrates might beunder inhibi- another member of the TGFb superfamily, BMP4, proved
tory control. to be a potent epidermal inducer and suppressor of
The intriguing possibilities raised by the dissociated neuralization in dissociated cells, acting at picomolar
cell work were given new force by the discovery that concentrations (Figure 1; Wilson and Hemmati-Brivan-
ectodermal explants were neuralized by expression of lou, 1995). The apparent contradiction between these
a dominant-negative version of the activin receptor
findings and the neuralizing activity of the dominant-
(Hemmati-Brivanlou and Melton, 1992; Hemmati-Brivan-
negative activin receptor was resolved by the demon-
lou and Melton, 1994). Here again, ectoderm adopted a
stration that this receptor also blocks BMP4 signaling inneural fate in the absence of neural inducing signals
the dissociated cell assay. More recently, this approachfrom Spemann's organizer. Moreover, as in the case of
has been used to show that two related molecules,cell dissociation, the neuralizing treatment apparently
BMP2 and BMP7, can also induce epidermis, althoughacted not as a positive signal but by inhibiting signaling
the concentrations at which they are active have not yetwithin the ectoderm. These findings, coupled with the
been defined (Suzuki and Hemmati-Brivanlou, unpub-earlier cell dissociation experiments, led to the formula-
lished data). The expression pattern of the BMPs intion of a new model of cell fate determination in the
Xenopus embryos is in accord with their proposed rolegastrula ectoderm, in which a previously unsuspected
signaling mechanism within the ectoderm imposed an as neural inhibitors. BMP4 RNA is found throughout
epidermal fate. When this signaling was interrupted in the ectoderm at the start of gastrulation, subsequently
some way (for example, by the dominant-negative ac- disappearing from the prospective neural plate (Fainsod
tivin receptor or by cell dissociation), cells assumed a et al., 1994; Hemmati-Brivanlou and Thomsen, 1995;
neural fate. The model proposed, furthermore, that neu- Schmidt et al., 1995). BMP7 is also strongly expressed
ral inducers from the organizer might work by locally in both dorsal and ventral gastrula ectoderm, while
antagonizing these epidermalizing signals, allowing dor- BMP2 is present at lower levels (Hemmati-Brivanlou and
sal ectoderm to follow its ªdefaultº neural fate. More- Thomsen, 1995; Hawley et al., 1995). Moreover, not only
over, the neuralizing activity of the dominant-negative can BMPs induce epidermal fate in vitro, but inhibition
activin receptor suggested activin, or a related molecule
of endogenous BMP signaling neuralizes ectodermalalso blocked by the mutant receptor, as theendogenous
explants. This has been demonstrated in several ways,neural inhibitor. This reasoning prompted the cloning of
including the use of a dominant-negative receptor (SasaiXenopus follistatin, which also proved to possess neural
et al., 1995; Suzuki et al., 1995; Xu et al., 1995), dominantinducing activity (see above; Hemmati-Brivanlou et al.,
negative BMP4 or BMP7 ligands (Hawley et al., 1995),1994).
and antisense BMP4 RNA (Sasai et al., 1995). Moreover,The dissociated cell system suggested a convenient
injected BMP4 RNA can block chordin-induced neurali-assay for the epidermal inducer implied by these experi-
zation (Sasai et al., 1995). Thus, considerable evidencements. By adding purified proteins to dissociated cul-
tures of gastrula ectoderm, candidate factors could be now supports the hypothesis that neural specification
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part, by blocking BMP signaling in neighboring ecto-
derm by direct binding, and that this is sufficient to
permit the initiation of neural development. The picture
for follistatin is less clear; inhibition of BMP7 has been
reported (Yamashita et al., 1995), but an interaction with
BMP4 has yet to bedetected. One as yet untested possi-
bility is that follistatin functions in neural induction by
binding BMP4/7 heterodimers. For its part, Xnr3 has
been proposed to act by forming nonfunctional hetero-
dimers with BMPs (Hansen et al., 1997), which would
allow this organizer factor to be classed with noggin
and chordin as a BMP antagonist. However, since TGFb
dimers are thought to form intracellularly (Hogan, 1996),
such a mechanism might be difficult to reconcile with the
non-cell-autonomous action expected of a Spemann's
organizer neural inducer. Almost nothing is known about
how cerberus works, although there are hints that this
factor might not act simply as a BMP antagonist (Bouw-
meester et al., 1996). Finally, neural induction by FGFs,
if it proves real, would presumably work through the
well-characterized FGF receptors and signal transduc-
tion pathways.
The discovery of the role of BMP signaling in inducing
epidermis and inhibiting neural fate, the characterization
of several promising organizer neural inducers, and the
finding that these factors may act by binding and antag-
onizing BMPs, together offer a compelling solution to
the classical mystery of vertebrate neural induction (Fig-
ure 2). Much evidence from amphibian embryos now
supports what can be called the ªneural defaultº model
of ectodermal fate choice, in which cells of the gastrula
ectoderm will adopt a neural plate identity in the ab-
sence of extracellular influences. Moreover, it is clear
that BMP signaling within the ectodermsuppresses neu-
Figure 2. Classical and Revised Views of Neural Induction
ral fate and specifies epidermis instead. The demonstra-
(A) In the classical view of ectodermal fate determination, derived
tion that at least two of the most promising neural in-from intact explant and recombination studies, the default fate of
ducer candidates antagonize BMPs constitutes anthe gastrula ectoderm is to form epidermis. The influence of the
important confirmation of these hypotheses. Since thereorganizer can divert cells to a neural fate.
(B) In theneural default model, supported by cell dissociation experi- is strong evidence that BMPs also maintain ventral fate
ments and the manipulation of BMP signaling, cells follow a neural within the mesoderm (Harland, 1994; Hogan, 1996), the
path in the absence of external signals. BMPs suppress neural fate hypothesis that organizer factors act against BMPs
and induce epidermis. promises to explain dorsalization of the mesoderm as
(C) The discovery that neuralizing factors work by antagonizing
well as neural induction. In summary, the identificationBMPs allows the neural default model to be reconciled with the role
of neural inducing factors produced by Spemann's orga-of organizer signals.
nizer, accompanied already by insight into their mecha-
nism of action, can be seen both as a success of modern
is under inhibitory control, and that one or more mem- molecular developmental biology and as a satisfying
bers of the bone morphogenetic protein family mediates vindication of classical embryology and its predictions.
this inhibition in vivo.
Remaining Issues
The Reconciliation: Neural Inducers Although the new understanding of neural induction
as BMP Antagonists seems persuasive in general terms, a number of impor-
How, then, do neural inducers from the organizer act, tant issues remain tobe resolved. First, although chordin
in light of evidence for a default neural pathway? What and noggin have been shown to bind BMPs, can we
is the nature of the relationship between these factors conclude that this is their only mode of action? Will all
and the BMPs? Both questions have apparently been neural inducers prove to act in this way? Although it is,
answered, at least for noggin and chordin, by thediscov- of course, difficult to rule out other effects in principle,
ery that these factors directly bind BMP4 and prevent several indirect arguments suggest that BMP binding is,
it from activating its receptor (Piccolo et al., 1996; Zim- at least, sufficient toexplain the neural inducing action of
merman et al., 1996). Noggin binds to BMP4 and BMP2 noggin and chordin. The most compelling point is that
strongly, and to BMP7 with a somewhat lower affinity, inhibition of BMP signaling, by a variety of different
while chordin apparently binds BMP4/7 heterodimers means (see above), also generates neural tissue. More-
as well as BMP4 and BMP2 homodimers. Thus, it ap- over, neural tissue induced by the known organizer fac-
tors appears to have the same anterior character as thatpears that these factors exert their effects, at least in
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produced by other methods of BMP inhibition, as well from other vertebrate species, there have been few func-
tional tests so far, and some recent work on chick em-as by dissociation (see After Neural Induction). Although
bryos suggests there may be important differenceseach treatment might act in additional unintended ways,
(Streit et al., 1997). In the mouse, suggestive evidenceit is unlikely that all share a secondary mode of action
comes from experiments on P19 embryonic carcinomawith each other and with noggin and chordin. Moreover,
cells, showing that BMP4 can both induce epithelialin Drosophila, the phenotype of dpp/sog double mutant
keratin expression and inhibit neuralization by retinoicembryos is indistinguishable from that of single dpp
acid (Hoodless and Hemmati-Brivanlou, 1997). Of themutants (Holley et al., 1995). Although by no means
candidate organizer factors, only follistatin and FGF-4decisive, this observation also argues that sog and its
have been knocked out by homologous recombination;homolog, chordin, probably act solely by antagonizing
follistatin-deficient mice survive until birth with grosslyBMPs. Finally, a monoclonal antibody that blocks nog-
normal nervous systems (Matzuk et al., 1995), while lossgin's neural inducing activity also prevents binding to
of FGF-4 is lethal before nervous system developmentBMP4 (Zimmerman et al., 1996).
can begin (Feldman et al., 1995). Neither zygotic BMP2,A second set of issues concerns the growing number
BMP4, or BMP7 is, by itself, absolutely required for epi-of neural inducers and inhibitors. Since the known neural
dermis formation, yet mice without the type I BMP re-inducing organizer factors (with the possible exception
ceptor die very early (Hogan, 1996). Thus, redundancyof cerberus and FGF) appear, so far, to act in a similar
and early lethality conspire to limit the usefulness offashion, why are there so many? Each appears to be
these studies; multiple knockouts will tell us more, insufficient to neuralize competent ectoderm, at least
some cases. The recent characterization of dorsal-ven-when provided at high enough concentration; none has
tral patterning mutants in the zebrafish suggests conser-yet been shown to be required. In the same way, the
vation of basic mechanisms with Xenopus. Mutants inevidence that more than one BMP may be available
the cerebum gene, which is likely to be a chordin homo-in the gastrula ectoderm to induce epidermis prompts
log, have reduced neural structures (Fisher et al., 1997).similar questions of redundancy, sufficiency, and neces-
Another mutant, dino, showing similar defects, can besity. The published data already present paradoxes. Ex-
phenocopied by injection of BMP4 RNA and rescuedpression of either BMP4 or BMP7 dominant-negative
by expression of a truncated BMP receptor or nogginligand is sufficient to neuralize animal caps (Hawley et
(Hammerschmidt et al., 1996). Further work in variousal., 1995), implying, on its face, that both are required
vertebrates is essential, both to understand how mecha-for epidermal determination; yet dissociated cell experi-
nisms of neural induction may vary among organismsments suggest that either protein is sufficient, on its
and to provide vital confirmation and extension of theown, to specify epidermis. Similarly, BMP4 antisense
Xenopus findings.RNA neuralizes (Sasai et al., 1995), although BMP7 is
apparently abundant in the early ectoderm (Hawley et
The Neural Default Model: Definitionsal., 1995). The situation seems certain to become more
and Implicationscomplicated, as more BMPs and perhaps more endoge-
nous antagonists are identified. In addition, BMPs can
There is now substantial agreement on the broad out-form heterodimers, which may have distinct activities
lines of amphibian neural induction, featuring the central(Aono et al., 1995; Suzuki et al., 1997). Much of this
roles of BMP signaling and BMP antagonists secretedredundancy may reflect the rather simple assays that
by the organizer. Yet the same set of facts are presentedhave been used so far; the various epidermal and neural
in somewhat different lights, and semantic issues haveinducers may prove to have distinct roles in the gastrula
led to confusion. The notion of a default neural fate, in
ectoderm, for example, in the specification of neural
particular, has been a focus of contention. This essay
plate border cell types (Liem et al., 1995; Wilson et al.,
would seem to offer an ideal opportunity to attempt to
unpublished data). Making sense of this complexity will
clarify some of these issues. We can begin by defining
require more information on the expression of the vari- a default fate as the fate adopted by a cell when it is
ous BMPs, ideally at the protein level, and on the speci- isolated from all extracellular signals. This is, of course, a
ficity of the various BMP antagonists, endogenous as strictly embryological definition, fundamentally distinct
well as experimental. from genetic uses of the term. Furthermore, the concept
Another crucial question concerns the degree to of a default fate can be usefully restricted in space and
which the new understanding of neural induction, de- time, to refer to a particular cell population at a particular
rived from work in Xenopus, will apply to other verte- developmental stage. In particular, the evidence sug-
brates as well. Our emerging understanding of the basic gests that neural plate is the default fate of gastrula
principles of vertebrate development argues that a pro- ectoderm cells, in the sense that this first step in neural
cess as fundamental as theestablishment of thenervous development requires only the absence of epidermal
system is unlikely to occur by radically different mecha- (and earlier, mesodermal) inducing signals. The idea of
nisms in the same phylum. Moreover, the interaction of neural differentiation as a default fate can be extended
chordin (sog) and BMP (dpp) seems to play a similar in time and space, to include the hypothesis that later
role in the establishment of a neurogenic region of the steps in neurogenesis also require only the absence of
ectoderm in Drosophila, suggesting a very broad con- inhibitory signals, or the possibility that neural develop-
servation of basic mechanisms (Holley et al., 1995). On ment might be the default fate of cells from other regions
the other hand, although homologs of many of the Xeno- of the gastrula. Although these are intriguing possibili-
ties, and some data exists to support each, these morepus neural inducers and inhibitors have been cloned
Neuron
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global concepts can be clearly distinguished from the three rather different scenarios of neural/epidermal
specification, and to explore, a little, the consequencesneural default hypothesis in its restricted sense.
Although the term is freighted with alternate mean- of each. These alternatives are presented graphically in
Figure 3. All assume that the default fate of gastrulaings, default fates, in the sense we have defined here,
are implicit in traditional embryological thinking about ectoderm cells is neural, that BMP signaling is required
for epidermal specification, and that endogenous neuralinductive interactions and cell fate choice. The cells of
early embryos face a hierarchical series of fate choices; inducing signals act by antagonizing this signaling in
some way. These are of course only rather abstractinduction is involved when a particular decision is made
under the influence of extracellular signals (Slack, 1983; frameworks for thinking about cell fate choice in this
system, not fully fleshed-out models.Nieuwkoop et al., 1985). In general, responding cells
adopt one fate when exposed to an inducing signal of
sufficient strength, and another in its absence. The latter Epidermal Induction
path of development can be defined as the default for The first possibility is that epidermis is induced by a
this inductive interaction. In this sense, for example, BMP signal, and that this induction is of a traditional
ectodermal development is the default fate of the early kind. That is, there is a period of competence for epider-
animal hemisphere cells at the time of mesoderm induc- mal induction, and a signal of sufficient strength re-
tion, and head epidermis is thedefault fate of ectodermal ceived at any time during this period leads to epidermal
cells that would form lens in response to appropriate commitment. Consistentwith this picture is theobserva-
signals. Thus, this definition entails no more than the tion that prolonged dissociation is required to neuralize
idea that failure to receive a certain inductive signal the ectoderm, implying that the cells must be isolated
generally implies commitment to an alternative, unin- from intercellular signaling throughout a substantial in-
duced state. In principle, this need not be the case, and terval (Grunz and Tacke, 1989; Wilson and Hemmati-
it does not apply, for example, to so-called permissive Brivanlou, 1995). In this case, it would make little sense
inductions, in which cells remain in a committed but to speak of competence for neural induction, since this
undifferentiated state in the absence of an inducing sig- would no longer be a discrete event. BMP antagonists
nal. Nor does it apply to many immortalized cell lines, from the organizer would have to act throughout the
which can exist indefinitely in an uncommitted, respon- period of epidermalizing competence to protect against
sive condition. But, at least in early amphibian develop- epidermal induction. This is not, at least at first glance,
ment, defined default fates seem to be the rule. reconcilable with the classical literature on neural com-
Closely linked to this special feature of embryonic petence, which finds that ectoderm can be neuralized
cells is the central concept of competence, the idea that rather late in gastrulation, when it would almost certainly
the capacity to respond to an inducing signal (and to have been exposed to BMP signals (Holtfreter and Ham-
send one) is limited in space and time (Nieuwkoop et burger, 1955; Servetnick and Grainger, 1991). Moreover,
al., 1985; Gurdon, 1987). In general, only certain cells in this simple epidermis induction model implies that there
the embryo can respond to a certain signal, and the would be no early response to neural induction. Instead,
time during which this response can occur has a definite there would be an early response to epidermal induction;
and predetermined end. (In some cases, the end of com- commitment to neural fate and irreversible neural-spe-
petence may itself be regulated by external signals; see, cific gene expression would occur only at the expiration
for example, Streit et al., 1997.) Thus, the choice of cell of epidermal competence, by analogy with default states
fate must be made during a defined interval, after which in other inductive interactions.
the decision is irreversible and cells are said to be com-
mitted to one fate or the other. From this follows an
Signal Interruptioninteresting and under-emphasized feature of embryonic
An alternative model would be that epidermal specifica-induction: the mechanism and the timing of commitment
tion requires continuous BMP signaling, perhaps toto thealternate fates, inducedand uninduced, are funda-
maintain an ongoing repression of a set of early neuralmentally asymmetric. While sufficient exposure to the
genes. If this signaling is interrupted for a sufficient pe-inducing signal can lead to commitment at any time
riod, irreversible neuralization occurs, even if cells areduring the period of competence, commitment to the
exposed to BMP before and after the interruption. Al-default fate can occur only at its end, when, by definition,
though here the default fate is still neural and epidermalexposure to the signal can no longer reverse the choice.
specificationstill requires BMP signals, inother respectsMoreover, the intracellular machinery of commitment to
the traditional picture is restored. Neural commitmentthe induced fate is set in motion in response to the
would be a more or less discrete event that could occurextracellular signal, while that of the default fate must
at any point during a period of competence, and a modi-be initiated by cell-autonomous processes linked, in
fied sort of early response could take place, followingsome way, to the regulation of competence.
the interruption of BMP signaling. This scenario is, atWhen the hypothesis of neural induction by BMP inhi-
first glance, more consistent with classical observa-bition is examinedin the light of these general considera-
tions, but not with the requirement for prolonged disper-tions, several issues arise. For example, in such a sys-
sion. We know of no direct precedent for such a mecha-tem, what would be meant by competence for neural
nism, in which a set of selector genes are underinduction? What would be the early response to neural
continuous repression by extracellular signaling. Theinduction, if such a response exists at all? How would
silencer-binding factor REST is apparently responsiblecommitment to either epidermal or neural fate happen,
and when would it take place? We would like to propose for repressing various neuron-specific genes in various
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Figure 3. Models of Ectodermal Fate Choice in Response to BMP Signaling
We propose three general ways in which in which ectodermal cells might choose between neural and ectodermal fates in response to BMP
signaling, with different consequences for the nature of competence and commitment. The three models are described in more detail in the
text. In each case, neural is the default fate of cells in the absence of all BMP activity, and neural inducers act by reducing or interrupting
the BMP signaling experienced by ectodermal cells. In the scenario diagrammed at the top, cells that receive a BMP signal of sufficient
intensity at any time during a period of competence (blue bar) become committed to form epidermis (left). Cells that do not receive a BMP
signal (1), or receive a signal after competence has expired (2), form neural tissue (right); commitment occurs at the end of competence. In
the signal interruption model, epidermal specification requires continuous BMP activity (left). If this signaling is interrupted at any time during
a certain period (red bar), cells become committed to neural development (right). Interruption that happens too late has no effect (left: 2).
Finally, cells could evaluate the total amount of BMP activity throughout a critical period, represented by the area under the curves in the
bottom drawings. In this case, a brief exposure to a strong signal (right) might not be as effective in specifying epidermis as weaker signaling
of longer duration (left).
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nonneuronal cell types, but it is not yet clear whether it plate stage (Saha and Grainger, 1992). Classical work
in amphibian embryos demonstrated that signals fromacts immediately downstream of initial signaling events,
or in later maintenance of cell type (Schoenherr and the organizer not only established the neural plate, but
imposed at least rudimentary AP pattern (Hamburger,Anderson, 1995).
1988). These studies led to two main hypotheses. The
activation-transformation model proposes that one or-Signal Accumulation
ganizer signal induces anterior neural tissue (forebrain),Finally, we would like to propose a third model, in which
while a second ªcaudalizingº signal, produced mainlythe choice of cell fate is made at the end of the critical
by posterior parts of the organizer, acts on the newlyperiod on the basis of some measure of accumulated
neuralized ectoderm to give it a progressively more pos-BMP signaling. Above a certain threshold, epidermal
terior character (midbrain, hindbrain, and, finally, spinalspecification occurs; below it, the cells become neural.
cord; Nieuwkoop et al., 1985). A second class of modelsIn this scheme, the asymmetry between default and
suggests that distinct organizer signals directly induceinduced fates disappears; neither can be fixed during a
neural tissue of a different AP type (Hamburger, 1988).discrete event, yetevents taking place atany time during
Thus, in both models, initial AP subdivision is intimatelycompetence can influence the outcome in either direc-
tied to neural induction. Recent work in this area hastion. Although this, too, is a relatively unconventional
been reviewed elsewhere (Doniach, 1995; Lumsden andway of thinking about inductive interactions, which are
Krumlauf, 1996); we will restrict ourselves to the implica-generally thought to involve rapid and, in some cases,
tions of the new findings on neural induction.irreversible intracellular consequences of exposure to
In this context, the central observation is that theextracellular factors, there is some evidence suggesting
recently characterized neural inducing factors specifythat cells may respond in this way. In the well-studied
only anterior neural tissue, promoting expression ofcase of mesoderm induction by activin, the response
forebrain and perhaps midbrain, but not hindbrain andof competent cells to extracellular ligand concentration
spinal cord markers (Lamb et al., 1993; Hemmati-Brivan-has been well-characterized (Green et al., 1992). A fea-
lou et al., 1994; Sasai et al., 1995; Bouwmeester et al.,ture of this response is that time of exposure can substi-
1996; Hansen et al., 1997). The same is true of othertute for higher concentration (Green et al., 1990). That
neuralizing treatments, such as cell dissociation andis, longer exposure to a low dose is equivalent to shorter
expression of dominant-negative BMP receptors andexposure to a high dose. This observation implies that
ligands (Grunz and Tacke, 1989; Hawley et al., 1995; Xucell response to activin, a TGFb family member like the
et al., 1995). Basic FGF has been reported to directlyBMPs, involves an ability to somehow integrate total
induce posterior neural tissue (Kengaku and Okamoto,exposure to signal, rather than a one-time evaluation of
1995; Lamb and Harland,1995), but other interpretationsextracellular concentration.
have been offered for these observations (Doniach,Distinguishing among these possibilities will require
1995). Moreover, three candidate caudalizing factorsat least two kinds of experimental work. On one hand,
have been proposed: retinoic acid (or a related retinoid),traditional approaches to studying competence should
Xwnt3A, and FGF itself (Doniach, 1995; Lumsden andbe applied to epidermis induction by BMPs, using the
Krumlauf, 1996). Thus, recent findings are most consis-dissociated cell system. This strategy should determine
tent with a modified version of the activation-transfor-the timing and duration of signaling required for epider-
mation model, in which BMP inhibition by organizer fac-mal specification. On the other hand, the identification
tors is sufficient to initiate anterior neural development,of early response genes, in either the epidermal or the
while caudalizing factors act in conjunction with BMPneural pathway, will provide insight into cellular re-
antagonists to specify more posterior regions. Note thatsponse to BMP signaling or its absence.
this model implies that cell-autonomous ªdefaultº path-
ways must initiate expression of anterior neural markers,
After Neural Induction such as the homeobox gene Otx2, as well as general
neural markers like NCAM. It remains possible, however,
The discovery of the central role of BMP signaling and that other organizer factors will be found that can di-
organizer BMP antagonists has given us a promising rectly induce posterior neural tissue through a distinct
model of neural induction, the first step in the formation pathway not involving BMP inhibition.
of the vertebrate nervous system. The next phase in
neural development primarily involves three processes:
regional subdivision (anterior-posterior and dorsal-ven- Dorsal-Ventral Patterning
tral patterning), cell type specification (neuro- and glio- The developing nervous system is also patterned along
genesis), and morphogenesis. (Axonal migration and the the dorsal-ventral (DV) axis (the mediolateral axis of the
establishment of connections begin somewhat later.) open neural plate). Much has been learned recently con-
Although detailed discussion of these topics is, of cerning the earliest steps in this subdivision, particularly
course, beyond the scope of this review, we will briefly in the spinal cord (Tanabe and Jessell, 1996). In this
consider how neural induction might be linked to each system, it is not clear that a particular DV positional
set of succeeding events. identity can be considered a ground or default state,
since specification of both dorsal and ventral cell types
seems to require signals from neighboring tissues (epi-Anterior-Posterior Patterning
The anterior-posterior (AP) subdivision of the future ner- dermis and notochord, respectively). Moreover, the DV
character of neural tissue produced by BMP inhibitionvous system begins early, at least by the open neural
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alone is not clear. Ectodermal explants neuralized by into a tube, and greatly elongate the neural axis. These
processes involve specialized cell behaviors that mustnoggin express both ventral and dorsal forebrain mark-
be regulated and patterned, and which must be regu-ers, implying either that noggin directly induces neural
lated in some way by neural induction. A fundamentaltissue of at least two types, or that ectoderm exposed
question is whether these and other morphogenetic pro-to this factor can self-organize to some degree (Knecht
cesses in early development are induced and patternedet al., 1995). Ectoderm neuralized by other organizer
by the same signals that control cell fate and differentia-factors or by other forms of BMP inhibition has not been
tion, or by a parallel set of signals. This is the classicalcharacterized in this way. In any case, since neuralizing
issue of ``dynamic'' versus ``material'' determinationfactors generally induce only forebrain, in which the
(Spemann, 1938).basis of DV pattern formation is less well understood,
The earliest steps in vertebrate neural morphogenesisthe results of studies of spinal cord patterning cannot
are convergent extension (the elongation and narrowingbe brought directly to bear on this question. A promising
of posterior regions of the prospective nervous system);way to address the relation of initial neural induction to
the formation of the neural plate by columnarization ofDV patterning would be to examine expression of dorsal
the epithelium; and neurulation itself, the bending andand ventral markers in posterior neural tissue produced
rolling of the plate into a tube. Convergent extensionby the joint action of a BMP antagonist and a caudalizing
begins in early gastrula stages in Xenopus (later in otherfactor.
vertebrates), continues through neurula stages, and
transforms the prospective hindbrain and spinal cordNeurogenesis
from a short wide crescent, at the time of neural induc-As the neural plate is being subdivided along the AP
tion, to a narrow structure spanning much of the axisand DV axes, patterning mechanisms must also specify
(Keller et al., 1992). These movements are known toneuronal and other cell types within the neural plate. In
result from active mediolateral cell intercalation, as inDrosophila, determination of neural precursor cells re-
the posterior dorsal mesoderm, but neither their celllies on a class of positively acting helix-loop-helix tran-
biological and molecular basis nor the mechanism ofscription factors, called proneural genes, and on a sys-
their guidance are understood (Keller et al., 1992). Con-tem of lateral inhibition mediated by the so-called
tact with the organizer can induce convergent extensionneurogenic genes (for reviews, see Jan and Jan, 1994;
in ventral ectoderm; these signals are required until mid-
Campos-Ortega, 1995). Homologs of many of these
gastrulation for maintenance of the movements on the
genes have been found in vertebrate species, and recent
dorsal side (Sater et al., 1993). Ectodermal explants in-
work, again mostly in Xenopus, suggests that they may
duced bynoggin, chordin, orother BMP inhibitors do not
play conserved roles in vertebrate neurogenesis (Chitnis
elongate, but these treatments by themselves produce
and Kintner, 1995; Lee, 1997). However, the connection
only anterior neural tissue (forebrain; see above), which
between these genetic steps in cell type determination does not extend in the embryo (Keller et al., 1992). Ex-
and the default pathway of neural induction remains plants exposed to both noggin and FGF express poste-
almost entirely unexplored. The question is complicated rior neural markers and elongate (Lamb and Harland,
by the fact that neural induction by BMP inhibition pro- 1995). Thus, posterior neural fate and the cell behaviors
duces anterior neural tissue, while in Xenopus the first underlying convergent extension can be triggered ex-
neurons are born in more posterior parts of the neural perimentally by the same combination of a neural in-
plate (Hartenstein, 1989; Papalopulu and Kintner, 1996). ducer and a caudalizing factor, although distinct signal-
Later, of course, neurons form in all AP regions. Thus, ing pathways may operate in the embryo. The induction
the timing of neurogenesis is closely tied to patterning of extension poses a particular challenge in Xenopus,
along the AP axis. In fact, animal cap explants exposed where these movements begin very early (Keller et al.,
to both noggin and the caudalizing factor retinoic acid 1992), before the expression of any known neural marker
form neurons far earlier than caps induced by noggin and before commitment to neural fate is generally
alone (Papalopulu and Kintner, 1996). The pattern of thought to have occurred.
early neurogenesis is regulated along the DV axis as Both neural plate formation and neurulation itself in-
well, and it is reasonable to assume that this is accom- volve a complex combination of locally autonomous cell
plished, at least in part, by the same signaling mecha- shape changes and the mechanical effects of neigh-
nisms that regulate other aspects of DV pattern in the boring tissues (Schroeder, 1970; Jacobson and Gordon,
neural plate and tube. Therefore, the expression of 1976; Schoenwolf and Smith, 1990). Since these mor-
proneural genes, which prefigures and perhaps deter- phogenetic movements, unlike convergent extension,
mines the pattern of neurogenesis (Ma et al., 1996), must take place in the anterior as well as the posterior neural
be under very complex control, as it is in Drosophila plate, it is possible that some of the underlying cell
(Skeath and Carroll, 1994). It is likely that this control behaviors might be regulated by cell-autonomous de-
will involve both positive and negative elements, again fault mechanisms when BMP signaling is inhibited. How-
as in Drosophila, with BMP signaling, in early gastrula ever, neurulation cannot be assayed in conventional
stages, acting to inhibit expression in the nonneural animal cap explants; the geometric and mechanical con-
ectoderm. text, dominated by healing movements, is too abnormal.
In summary, the control of neural morphogenesis and its
Morphogenesis relationship to neural induction and patterning present
Finally, neural development involves morphogenesis, fascinating and unexplored questions, whose resolution
the integrated series of cell movements and tissue dis- will require both conceptual and experimental inno-
vation.tortions that create the neural plate, bend and roll it
Neuron
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Fainsod, A., Steinbeisser, H., and De Robertis, E.M. (1994). On theConclusions
function of BMP-4 in patterning the marginal zone of the Xenopus
embryo. EMBO J. 13, 5015±5025.Progress has finally been made on one of the oldest and
Feldman, B., Poueymirou, W., Papaioannou, V.E., DeChiara, T.M.,most important problems in vertebrate developmental
and Goldfarb, M. (1995). Requirement of FGF-4 for postimplantation
biology, neural induction. The union of amphibian em- mouse development. Science 267, 246±249.
bryology and increasingly sophisticated molecular bio- Ferguson, E., and Anderson, K. (1992). Decapentaplegic acts as
logical techniques has led to the discovery of several a morphogen to organize dorsal-ventral pattern in the Drosophila
embryo. Cell 71, 451±461.promising neural inducing factors, including noggin,
Fisher, S., Amacher, S.L., and Halpern, M.E. (1997). Loss of cerebumchordin, and follistatin. All three are produced in the
function ventralizes the zebrafish embryo. Development 124, 1301±organizer region of the early embryo, identified by Man-
1311.gold and Spemann seventy years ago as the source
Francois, V., and Bier, E. (1995). Xenopus chordin and Drosophilaof neuralizing signals. At the same time, a variety of
short gastrulation genes encode homologous proteins functioning
unexpected observations has forced a fundamental re- in dorsal-ventral axis formation. Cell 80, 19±20.
thinking of the cellular choices underlying this inductive Gerhart, J. (1996). Johannes Holtfreter's contributions to ongoing
event. In the neural default model derived from these studies of the organizer. Dev. Dyn. 205, 245±256.
new findings, cell-autonomous mechanisms of neural Gimlich, R.L., and Cooke, J. (1983). Cell lineage and the induction
specification are suppressed by local inhibitory signal- of second nervous system in amphibian development. Nature 306,
471±473.ing, except where the inhibition is itself blocked by orga-
Godsave, S.F., and Slack, J.M.W. (1989). Clonal analysis of meso-nizer-produced antagonists. Members of the BMP fam-
derm induction in Xenopus laevis. Dev. Biol. 134, 486±490.ily of peptide growth factors have been identified as the
Godsave, S.F., and Slack, J.M.W. (1991). Single cell analysis oflikely mediators of this local inhibitory signaling. Finally,
mesoderm formation in the Xenopus embryo. Development 111,the candidate organizer factors have been granted a
523±530.
mechanism of action, and the neural default model has
Green, J.B.A., Howes, G., Symes, K., Cooke, J., Smith, J.C. (1990).
been strengthened, by the demonstration that these fac- The biological effects of XTC-MIS: quantitative comparison with
tors act by blocking BMP signaling. Xenopus bFGF. Development 108, 173±183.
These discoveries, satisfying as they are, represent Green, J.B.A., New, H.V., and Smith, J.C. (1992). Responses of em-
only a first step in understanding the earliest events in bryonic Xenopus cells to activin and FGF are separated by multiple
dose thresholds and correspond to distinct axes of the mesoderm.vertebrate neural development. It remains to be seen if
Cell 71, 731±739.the new model of neural induction, built almost entirely
Grunz, H., and Tacke, L. (1989). Neural differentation of Xenopuson Xenopus work, can be extended to other vertebrates.
laevis ectoderm takes place after disaggregation and delayed reag-Even within the amphibian context, many surprises are
gregation without inducer. Cell Differ. Dev. 28, 211±218.
possible, and BMP antagonism may yet prove only one
Grunz, H., and Tacke, L. (1990). Extracellular matrix components
of several paths to neural fate. Moreover, we know al- prevent neural differentiation of disaggregated Xenopus ectoderm
most nothing of how initial neural specification leads cells. Cell Differ. Dev. 32, 117±124.
into the fundamental processes of neural development Gurdon, J. (1987). Embryonic induction-molecular prospects. Devel-
that followsoon on its heels, such as regional patterning, opment 99, 285±306.
neurogenesis, and morphogenesis. The emergence of Hamburger, V. (1988). The Heritage of Experimental Embryology:
Hans Spemann and the Organizer (New York: Oxford Universitythe neural default model will require reevaluation of
Press).these links, and of the relative roles of cell-autonomous
Hammerschmidt, M., Serbedzija, G.N., and McMahon, A.P. (1996).and inductive mechanisms.
Genetic analysis of dorsoventral pattern formation in the zebrafish:
requirement of a BMP-like ventralizing activity and its dorsal repres-
sor. Genes Dev. 10, 2452±2461.
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